The Research of Intelligent Parking System based on Internet of Things Technology
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ABSTRACT
With the improvement of people's living standards, Large and medium-sized cities and some small and medium cities in the demand for private cars is becoming more and more big. This comes with increasing demand for parking spaces. Traditional fixed parking spaces and surface parking spaces have been unable to meet the growing demand for parking spaces, on the other hand, the bustling city commercial district, government agencies and offices and other places will inevitably appear parking difficult problem. At the same time, the growth of parking fees in some areas has brought a lot of economic burden to the office workers. Parking is difficult, the impact is not limited to the parking itself, which brings a series of urban management issues. Through the investigation and interview path discovery, staggered time sharing spaces is an effective means to solve the problem of parking.

For the current parking is difficult, parking is not convenient to find parking spaces. To ease traffic congestion, save fuel to reduce exhaust emissions for the purpose, this paper proposes an efficient smart car system, including mobile terminal service system, data acquisition system, data transmission system and dynamic guidance system. System through a real-time network released vacant parking information and are equipped with GPS dynamic map navigation, when a vehicle enters the strange parking lot, system will enable indoor RFID tag localization, intelligent vehicle guidance function, also have the lock network control and carpooling bit line trading function.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1998 American Vice President Al Gore proposed the concept of "Digital Earth", thus, the concept it triggered is applied to the movement of social informatization "digital city". The national mapping Geographic Information Bureau has promoted the construction and popularization of the Digital City Geospatial Framework in the whole country. 2008, IBM president and CEO Peng Mingsheng put forward the concept of the wisdom of the earth, causing the world's countries and regions to build smart city building boom.

Real time parking (real-time parking) is an emerging concept in recent years, it is a kind of quick find vacant parking intelligent parking system, when the driver is near the parking lot, he or she can obtain real-time parking information. According to the development trend of the smart city Gartner released, real-time parking is in the rising and rapid development period, in the next 5 to 10 years it will reach the peak period. It is achieved by the mobile device of driver to detect parking spaces, without any special facilities or external sensors, so compared to the existing technology, it is more economical.

2. DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN RESEARCH SITUATION
2.1 Domestic Research Status
Study on the parking problems in cities of China began in the 80s of the last century, in recent years, due to the cars of the rapid growth and urban parking facilities is not perfect, the parking problem has become an important factor restricting the development of urban communications, many domestic scholars and transportation workers on the theory of urban parking problem earlier began in the middle of the last century, in the United States, Germany and some of the early industrialized countries, with the recovery of the economy, more and more people began to have a car. In these countries, people begin to pay attention to the city parking problem, and thus they began in-depth study.

In the intelligent traffic management system, intelligent transportation research work can trace back to the 1960-1970, ERGS electronic route guidance system (Electronic Route Guidance System) developed at that time, intelligent transportation system (ITS) concept in 1990 was put forward by the Intelligent Transportation Society (IVHS America) and was vigorously promoted in the world.

3. MARKET ANALYSIS
3.1 Main Problems at Present
1. The area of private parking spaces in the working days (Friday to Monday) almost in zero application state, resulting in a huge waste of resources.

2. Only part of the business district of parking field is labeled into the map marker range, small and medium-sized effective parking is not timely updated into the map, the owners is difficult to find parking space near the destination field, even knowing the parking position, but the owner can’t be accurately informed of the of the parking spaces vacancy information, this would lead to blind search.
3. Most of the existing parking using artificial management, this need to be equipped with a large number of full-time management personnel to carry out vehicle parking guidance, and this will increase the cost of parking management.

4. Parking into the parking field can not be quickly drive into the parking position of the vehicle, parking can only be in the presence of disorderly flow to find vacant spaces. It not only occupies a floor the white lane and lead to loss of vehicle fuel, but even cause traffic congestion.

5. After parking into a strange car park parking lot, usually owners forget the position of the car, which has brought about the inconvenience and other issues.

3.2 Solutions
According to the above problems, as well as the development of parking industry in developed countries, the parking problem has spawned to a huge parking management market and parking management strategy market.

At present, a number of new parking guidance systems and parking facilities are emerging to solve the above problems., but most of them are parking guidance and parking facilities renovation, it does not fundamentally solve fewer parking spaces, Rebuilding the parking facilities, such as the construction of large underground garage will bring huge cost.

In order to improve the free parking utilization rate and parking information, intelligent management level, and to the owners provide a more environmentally friendly and more human parking experience, hereby developed the "wisdom spell parking spaces, wonderful benefit life” online to find parking spaces, which is a one-stop booking spaces, GPS map navigation, parking lot local map precision navigation and positioning, lock control, carpool system. The system solves the difficult troubles of office workers, cross regional office to look for parking space, Adopt the method of "time-sharing lease " to use private parking spaces reasonably, with online registration information and transaction, system can release the parking information and find parking spaces and reduce parking management cost, and it relatively increases the available parking space. At the same time, it can maximally reduce vehicles bypass resulting in energy waste and emissions, the greatest degree of reach the purpose of energy saving and emission reduction.

4. SCHEME DESIGN
The system includes car line of real name registration information, vacant parking information release, and parking for parking information search, recommend the destination path, indoor RFID tag positioning and navigation, lock control module. Parking publisher, according to their own parking spaces occupied needs in real time, released vacant time through the mobile terminal device, when there is parking demand, through the mobile terminal equipment intelligent positioning search, so as to establish the online booking relationship with the parking lot. According to the parking spaces, parking spaces can be found in the location of the parking lot. Through the mobile terminal equipment to complete the information recognition function to enter the residential access control, if the system is shown to have an appointment with the user, you can enter the cell.After entering the area, the system opens the indoor positioning and navigation, parking can grasp their own position in real time, and then the parking enter the parking space in accordance with the district's intelligent system. When the vehicle completes the parking, the parking space immediately opens the lock function, until the completion of the parking lot after the completion of the parking process to confirm that the lock system automatically unlock. In a day, the number of private parking spaces can be released in accordance with the transaction information for many times. The overall structure of the system is shown in figure 4.1.

4.1 Hardware design
4.1.1 Sandbox hardware
The design of the vehicle indoor positioning, residential intelligent parking induction and lock function is realized fully by the sand table platform of intelligent transportation system.

The sandbox uses the commercial gateway as the main controller, and each unit module is connected by 485 bus. The unit sub module is controlled by the STM32 as the controller, which can receive gateway control commands and control the corresponding hardware devices. Each functional sub module can be composed of multiple unit modules. The sandbox hardware structure is shown in figure 4.2.
Intelligent traffic sand table design to three lanes, the smart car can run simultaneously in different lanes. Among them, the design of the A lane and B lane has ETC brake and parking lot. Traffic lights can be achieved in all lanes, in addition, in the tunnel entrance design of the C lane, the reader is used to read the vehicle information through multiple tunnels. The sand table is equipped with two cloud camera for real-time monitoring and ETC road crossroads. A lane and B lane are the full function lane. In the C lane, there is a tunnel and overpass. The main table panel size are 5670mm*3770mm*800mm. Its main panel is shown in figure 4.3.

4.2 Software design
System software part is mainly composed of users' information registration, customer information management, vacant parking information release, real-time parking information query, GPS navigation, indoor intelligent parking guidance, parking reservation and delay, online payment and lock control. Coordination between multiple parts to ensure the implementation of the whole system, and the block execution is conducive to maintenance.

The design of the system is mainly based on the LabVIEW platform, which successfully transplanted the interface into a portable device for operation and simulation. Combining with
the intelligent traffic sand table and the existing hardware device, the simulation of the release parking, searching, parking, route guidance and the others has realized successful.

4.2.1 Introduction of the function module

(1) Personal information registration and management

The related information of private owner needs to be certificated before using the client. Only when private owners pass the real-name authentication can they get the client information released by the relevant authority. Certified by real-name registration is also in order to strengthen community garage management, prevent the potential or other security hidden danger.

(2) Vacant parking information release

The users can upload their vacant parking time and their address to the system server, then the system will summarize the parking information and classify it and send it to the users. Information releasing end is the core part of the whole system, it’s also the start of the system operation. It mainly completes the information release, send the effective information to the Internet in the process of operation, so the users can get effective parking information timely and accurately.

(3) Real-time query parking space information

There are two ways provided to the users when they want to quarry the parking information. One is just to search the parking lot by locking the user’s current location. The other way is to have a self-service search via the toolbar provided by the system. After the search, the system will automatically match user’s request and provide various choice, then the user can choose it based on their own requirements. Of course, the system will sort the all parking address based on the distance between the destination and the current location, then give the optimal recommended path to the users. The operation process of real-time query parking information as shown in figure 4.4.

(4) Parking reservation

Based on the information recommended by the system, the user can determine the proper time to park. Once they clicked on the confirmation, the system will automatically complete the parking space booking, and reminds the user of successfully booking.

(5) GPS navigation

At present most of the private cars has been equipped with GPS vehicle navigation, flexible application of GPS technology to the client device which can bring convenience for parking searching purposes. GPS navigation technology is not the focus of this design part, in this system we realized the connection to the map through the web access technology, most importantly, users can accomplish the GPS mobile navigation and location according to their requirements as shown in figure 4.5.
Considering the structure of parking area is complex, and the parking space distribution are scattered over the various place. The first problem a driver is up against is that it's difficult for him to find his parking point especially when he was new here. Secondly when he want to take his car he may forget the parking point which may annoy the driver. By the configuration of RFID tag equipotential system, private cars can be real-time access to their location within the community, then timely find the parking location. Once entering into the community, the user can open mobile terminals on the local map, the system will automatically provide good path planning for the user, so that the user can move to the parking space as soon as possible. The intelligent parking guidance interface as shown in figure 4.6.

The user not only can view the parking information timely through the mobile terminal, but also can extend the parking time. Which can reduce the additional charges due to the stop time is too long.
5. CONCLUSION
This system is used to increase the effective use of the free parking, at present it’s mainly suitable for the release of information of a private cars and online transactions. Otherwise the indoor small scale intelligent positioning guidance system which is based on RFID can be widely used in large shopping malls, hospitals, shopping square and so on.
And now the design of the construction of the parking lot has been toward to the large scale, so accurate parking route guidance system will like GPS positioning technology is widely used. With the popularity of mobile phone APP function, carpool technology based on mobile terminal equipment will be widely recognized and used later.
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